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Kliversalas Kvartals - a world in motion 
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Kliversala



The new heart of Riga


Discover the quarter









Our developments


Developments






Ready-to-move-in apartments
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River Breeze Residence

The majestic building overlooks the historic peninsula of Kliversala, surrounding the residence with greenery and the beautiful Daugava River.

Read more 






Coming soon
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Blue Marine

A thought-out living environment, complemented by modern architecture, carefully selected materials and high-quality interior details.

Read more 























Quarter overview



Quarter overview
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Benefits
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YOU WILL ADORE KLIVERSALA
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Greenery is but a walking distance away from the Old Town. The views are magnificent beside the river and the area itself offers additional benefits.
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The quarter 


Kliversala Quarter is an elegant and lively city quarter for mobile people, equally fit for living and visiting. Today, River Breeze Residence has been completed and Blue Marine is under completion.




	

Location 


The peninsula is in the most picturesque and beautiful part of the center of Riga and it is only a 15-minute walk from the Old Town. There are not many places in Europe which are located in the heart of the city, have great views and are all at while enchantingly quiet.




	

Architecture 


The first apartment building in the new Kliversala Quarter is River Breeze Residence, known for its distinctive round architecture and premium quality. The luxury building has won several architectural awards and recognitions of responsibility. It offers great views of the city skyline and towers of the Old Town. The shape of the building allows you to capture as much daylight as possible. The first floors of the building are townhouse-style apartments with a terraces overseeing the greenery on the banks of Daugava River.




	

Environment 


Kliversala Quarter at whole will be a unique residential area, where the metropolitan atmosphere, contemporary architecture and a natural environment meet. An urban space that serves as a modern hub.




	

Historic value 


The area holds a rich history. In the 19th century, Kliversala was a vital transit route for Jelgava Train Station and Latvia's largest shipyard. It is also known for being an oasis for artists. Kliversala has been closed to people since World War II, but with the development of the quarter, the lively city ambience, culture and community will come to life and revive itself.




	

UNESCO heritage 


Kliversala Quarter is located by the Kliversala Peninsula, on the left bank of the Daugava River. The area of almost 5 hectares, which will become an integral part of the city in the future, is a UNESCO World Heritage Site.






Available homes
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Gallery
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History




Vivid history

Kliversala has preserved its beauty throughout centuries and holds a vivid history. In the 19th century, Kliversala was a vital transit artery between Riga and Jelgava and the biggest shipyard in Latvia. Kliversala is the closest part of Agenskalns next Daugava River. The island was first mentioned in chronicles dating back to 1248. The name comes from the merchant Dietrich Kliver, who rented it from the Riga City Council in the 17th Century. The land plot of Kliversala is almost 5 hectares and is located within the UNESCO heritage protection area.
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Location




Superb location


Surprising scenery
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Close to the Old Town, next to the marina - this upcoming quarter encapsules the dreamy, NYC’esque high life.






Kliversala






National Library

National Library
ˇ
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News

Stay in the loop
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Reasons why homeownership is better than renting

Read the full article Link

20/06/2022 
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The impact on inflation on savings

"Unlike other types of investments (shares, bonds, other financial instruments), the biggest advantage of real estate is the constantly growing, stable demand."

29/04/2022 
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The “Birth” of new urban neighbourhoods

"One of the fundamental conditions for an attractive growing city is people’s desire to live and work there.

20/04/2022 























Contact





Register your interest 



 














Name*




Email*




Telephone*




Interested in?
River Breeze Residence
Blue Marine





Message




I agree with GDPR rules.
















Ask about your new home
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una@prokapital.lv

+371-22084598
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Developer




Meet the developer
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Prokapital
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Pro Kapital Grupp is one of the leading Estonian real estate developers focusing on contemporary large-scale commercial and residential property developments in the capitals of Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania.
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CITY OASIS | RIGA

Riga, Latvia
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BRIVIBAS STREET 193 | RIGA

Riga, Latvia
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KALARANNA QUARTER | TALLINN

Tallinn, Estonia 
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KRISTIINE CITY | TALLINN

Tallinn, Estonia
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DUNTE | TALLINN

Tallinn, Estonia
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 ŠALTINIŲ NAMAI ATTICO | VILNIUS

Vilnius, Lithuania
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